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### GENERAL PROGRAM

#### TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30 – 09:00</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>Auditorium of the US (Paraninfo) Rectorado Building (Edificio del Rectorado), First floor. Calle San Fernando, n. 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 09:00 – 09:30 | Inauguration                                                        | - Miguel Ángel CASTRO ARROYO, Rector of the University of de Seville  
- Juan De PABLOS PONS, Dean of the Faculty of Education at the University of Sevilla  
- Juan Luis RUBIO MAYORAL, Director of the Department of Theory and History of Education and Social Pedagogy of the University of Seville  
- María Nieves GOMEZ GARCIA (University of Seville), Honorary President of the International Scientific Committee of the Symposium  
- Guadalupe TRIGUEROS GORDILLO, Director of the Research Group «History of Teaching» (HUM 206) at the University of Sevilla |
| 09:30 – 10:30 | Introduction                                                        | - Antonio VIÑAO FRAGO (University of Murcia – Spain)  
- Juri MEDA (University of Macerata – Italy) |
| 10:30 – 11:00 | Transfer from the Auditorium of the US (Paraninfo) to the Faculty of Education on foot (15 minutes) | |
| 11:00 – 11:30 | Coffee Break                                                       | Coffee shop of the Faculty of Education. Ground floor. Calle Pirotecnia, s.n.               |
| 11:30 – 14:00 | Parallel Sessions:                                                  | - Session Individual Memory (Salón de Grados)  
- Session Collective Memory (Salón de Actos)  
- Session Politics and Places of Memory (Classroom 0.1) |
| 14:00 – 16:00 | Lunch                                                               | Hotel NH Viapol  
Calle Balbino Marrón, n. 9 |
| 16:30 – 18:00 | Parallel Sessions:                                                  | - Session Individual Memory (Salón de Grados)  
- Session Collective Memory (Salón de Actos) |
| 18:00 – 18:30 | Coffee Break                                                       | Coffee shop of the Faculty of Education. Ground floor.                                      |
| 18:30 – 20:30 | Parallel Sessions:                                                  | - Session Individual Memory (Salón de Grados)  
- Session Collective Memory (Salón de Actos) |
| 21:00   | Cultural Events                                                     | - Visit to Royal Alcazares of Seville                                                        |
**WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **09:00 – 11:00** | **Parallel Sessions:**  
- Session *Individual Memory* (Salón de Grados)  
- Session *Collective Memory* (Salón de Actos) | Faculty of Education. Ground floor.  
Calle Pirotecnia, s.n.  
*Salón de Grados, Salón de Actos.* |
| **11:00 – 11:30** | **Coffee Break**                                                      |                                                                      |
| **11:30 – 13:00** | **Plenary Session *Individual Memory***  
Chair: **Antonio F. CANALES SERRANO** (University of La Laguna – Spain) | Faculty of Education. Ground floor.  
*Salón de Actos.* |
| **13:00 – 14:30** | **Plenary Session *Collective Memory***  
Chair: **Simonetta POLENGHI** (Catholic University of the Sacred Heart – Italy) | Faculty of Education. Ground floor.  
*Salón de Actos.* |
| **14:30 – 16:30** | **Lunch**                                                            | Hotel NH Viapol  
Calle Balbino Marrón, n. 9                                         |
| **16:30 – 18:00** | **Plenary Session *Politics and Places of Memory***  
Chair: **Joaquim PINTASSILGO** (University of Lisbon – Portugal) | Faculty of Education. Ground floor.  
*Salón de Actos.* |
| **18:00 – 18:30** | **Coffee Break**                                                      |                                                                      |
| **18:30 – 20:00** | **Conclusions**  
- **Agustín ESCOLANO BENITO** (International Centre of School Culture, Berlanga de Duero – Spain)  
- **Cristina YANES CABRERA** (University of Seville – Spain) | Faculty of Education. Ground floor.  
*Salón de Actos.* |
| **21:00** | **Closing Cocktail**                                                  | Hotel Fontecruz los Seises (Terrace)  
Calle Segovias, n. 6                                                 |
## PARALLEL SESSIONS PROGRAM

### TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22

#### PARALLEL SESSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 11:30 – 14:00 | Individual Memory | Patricia DELGADO GRANADOS (University of Seville – Spain) | - Snjezana SUSNJARA (University of Sarajevo – Bosnia-Herzegovina), School Memories of Students from the Teacher’s School in Travnik, Bosnia and Herzegovina (1946-1972) [EN]*  
- Nadejda PETROVA ALEKSANDROVA (Sofia University «St. Kliment Ohridski» – Bulgaria), The Autobiographies of Bulgarian Women Teachers from the 19th Century: Personal Reflections of Political Divides [EN]  
- Gabriella BASKA and Judit HEGEDŰS (Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest – Hungary), Time Travel into Childhood: School Narratives in Socialist Hungary [EN]  
- Anna KRÓLIKOWSKA (Akademia Ignatianum, Krakowie – Polonia), The School and Society in the Sicily of the Second Postwar Period, through the Chronicles and School Memories of Leonardo Sciascia [IT]  
- Maja NIKOLOVA (Educational Museum in Belgrade – Serbia), School Memories, Books of Memories [EN]  
- Vincze BEATRIX (Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest – Hungary), Everyday Heroes of School Memories: Teachers’ Paths of Life in 20th Century Hungary [EN]  
- Annemarie AUGSCHÖLL BLASBICHLER (Libera Università di Bolzano – Italy), The “Remembered School” and Demonstrations of Ambivalent Attitudes towards the Formal Education in the First Generation of German-Speaking Minority after the Great War in the Mountain Region of South Tyrol (Italy) [IT]  
- Caterina SINDONI (Università degli Studi di Messina – Italy), The Teacher of “Regalpetra”. School and Society in the Sicily of the Second Postwar Period, through the Chronicles and School Memories of Leonardo Sciascia [IT]  

Question time  
Each speaker will have a total of **10 minutes** to speak. |
|------------|---------|--------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| 11:30 – 14:00 | Collective Memory | Guadalupe TRIGUEROS GORDILLO (University of Seville – Spain) | - Juan Luis RUBIO-MAYORAL, Auxiliadora DURÁN COTÓN and Ana MIRMÁN FLORES (University of Seville – Spain), Issues Related to the Integration of Historical Sources. From the Recuperation of Memory to the Educational Heritage [ES]  
- Pablo ÁLVAREZ DOMÍNGUEZ (University of Seville – Spain) and Andrés PAYA RICO (University of Valencia – Spain), Rebuilding the School Memories. Pedagogical Initiatives in the Teaching of the “History of School” [ES] |

* The Language Codes [EN, ES, FR, IT, PT] indicate the language in which the communication will be held.
Alicia Civera Cercedo (CINESTAV – Mexico), Before and After Ayotzinapa: The Memory of the Rural Normal Teachers Training Schools in Mexico [ES]

Jon Igelmo Zaldívar (University of Deusto – Spain) and Xavier Laudo Castillo (University of Valencia – Spain), History of Education in the Periphery of the Collective Imagination: the School Memories of the Families who Are Not Schooling their Children in Spain [ES]

Rita Santos Agudo Do Amaral Rêgo (University of Lisbon – Portugal), The Boarding School “Fernão Mendes Pinto” and the Escuela Moderna Movement in Portugal: Reflections on School Actors’ Memories [PT]

Norberto Dallabrida (State University of Santa Catarina – Brazil), Experimental Secondary Classes between Forgetfulness and Memory [PT]

Tatiane De Freitas Ermel and Alice Rigoni Jacques (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul – Brazil), School Time Memories: Photographs of Farroupilha Primary School (Porto Alegre – 1920) [PT]

Claudiana Dos Reis De Sousa Morais and Márícia Guedes Soares (State University of Campinas – Brazil), The Centre for Educational Memory of the State University of Campinas: Challenges for the Establishment of a Training Place [PT]

Valeria Viola (University of Molise – Italy), The “School Memories” of the Professional Instruction. The Self-Representation of Italian Schools of Arts and Crafts as well as Vocational Schools between the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries [IT]

Thomas Pololi and Anna Teresa Ronchi («Quaderni Aperti» Cultural Association, Milan – Italy), Quaderni Aperti: a Participative Collection of School Memories [EN]

Question time

Each speaker will have a total of 10 minutes to speak.

11:30 – 14:00
Session Politics and Places of Memory
Chair: Cristina Yanes Cabrera and Enrique Alator Garcia Cheikh-Lah lou (University of Seville – Spain)

Roberto Sani and Anna Ascenzi (University of Macerata – Italy), Between Rhetorical Exaltation and Social Marginalization. Remembrance and Celebration of Teachers and Principals through Obituaries Published in Educational and Teaching Journals in the First Century of Italian Unification (1861-1961) [ES]

Alberto Barausse and Valeria Miceli (University of Molise – Italy), “Recalling...“. Public Memory and Merit Awards from the Ministry of Public Education in Italy, from the Unification to the End of Fascism [IT]

Gianfranco Bandini (University of Florence – Italy), Educational Memories and Public History. A Necessary Meeting [IT]

Mirella D’Ascenzo (University of Bologna – Italy), School Naming Conventions: Commemorating the National and Local Dimension of the Education World. [IT]

Juri Meda (University of Macerata – Italy), The School Memory Spaces in Italy [ES]

Branko Šuštar (Slovenian School Museum, Ljubljana – Slovenia), Faded Memories Carved in Stone: Teachers’ Gravestones as a Form of Collective Memory of People Connected with School in Slovenian Lands in the 19th and Early 20th Century [EN]

Aida Terrón Bañuelos (University of Oviedo – Spain), “A Great Opportunity to Make Honourable Amendment”: Labelling Streets and Selective Memory [ES]
**Session Individual Memory**

Chair: **Juan Luis Rubio Mayoral** (University of Seville – Spain)

- **Elisabetta Patrizi** and **Anna Ascenzi** (University of Macerata – Italy), *The Historical-Educational Research in Comparison with School Experiences: the Teachers’ Memories Preserved at the Research Centre CESCO of the University of Macerata* [ES]
- **Antonella Cagnolati** (University of Foggia – Italy) and **José Luis Hernández Huerta** (University of Valladolid – Spain), *School Memories in Women's Autobiographies* [IT]
- **Fabio Targhetta** (University of Padua – Italy), *Methodological, Historiographical and Educational Issues in Collecting Oral Testimonies* [IT]
- **Emiliano Macinai** and **Stefano Oliviero** (University of Florence – Italy), *Histories of School and Childhood: Video-Testimonies for a Narration from Bottom* [IT]
- **Evelina Scaglia** and **Martina Chiusolo** (University of Bergamo – Italy), *Marco Agosti: Memories of a Teacher* [IT]

**Coffee Break**

- **Gianluca Gabrielli** (University of Macerata – Italy), *Children’s Memories. Reflections about the “School Memory” Beginning from Experiences Produced Overtime in the Primary School* [IT]
- **Fabiana Loparco** (University of Macerata – Italy), *The Former Teachers and Pupils’ Autobiographical Memories about the Use of the Punishments in the Past Primary Schools since the Second Half of the 19th Century* [EN]
- **Juan Manuel Fernández-Soria** (University of Valencia – Spain), *The Memory Times of the Workers’ Institute* [ES]
- **Carla de Oliveira** (State University of Campinas – Brazil), *Teachers and their Stories: the Use of Memory as a Research Source* [PT]
- **Fernanda Rodrigues Silva** (Federal University of Ouro Preto – Brazil) and **Leônio José Gomes Soares** (Federal University of Minas Gerais – Brazil), *Memories of Educators as a Means to Evoke, Systematize and Recreate* [PT]
- **Cleide Maria Maciel de Melo** (Federal University of Minas Gerais – Brazil), *Memory and Archive in an Album of Memories: the Teacher Training in the Official Normal School of Dora do Indaiá, Minas Gerais (1933-1939)* [PT]
- **Meily Assibú Linhares** (Federal University of Minas Gerais – Brazil), *Professors’ Personal Archives: Methodological Considerations and Research Perspectives* [PT]

**Question time**

*Each speaker will have a total of 10 minutes to speak.*
Session Collective Memory
Chair: Pablo ÁLVAREZ DOMÍNGUEZ (University of Seville – Spain)

- Sylvain WAGON (University of Montpellier 2 – France), *History of the Classroom and the Blackboard: a Black Box of the School Practices History and of the Collective Perceptions/Representations of the School* [FR]
- Christiane CONNAN-PINTADO (University of Bordeaux – France), *The School of the Republic in the Juvenile Literature: between Nostalgia and Mythography* [FR]
- Guadalupe TRIGUEROS GORDILLO, Cristóbal TORRES FERNÁNDEZ and Enrique ALASTOR GARCÍA CHEIKH-LAHLOU (University of Seville – Spain), *Identitarian Figures in the School Memory: the Case of the Shaping of the Andalusian Identity in Schools* [ES]
- Ana María MONTERO PEDRERA (University of Seville – Spain), *Through the Memory: the School of the Ave María of Dos Hermanas (Sevilla)* [ES]
- Miguel Beas Miranda, Erika GONZALEZ García and Antonio SALMERÓN Nieto (University of Granada – Spain), *Studying the Emotions through the Exercises-Books* [ES]
- Daniel ESCANDIEL MONTIEL (University of Salamanca – Spain), *Testimony of School Life in the Social Networks. Virtual Spaces for the Collectivization of Memories.* [ES]
- Georgina María Esther AGUIRRE LORA (National Autonomous University of Mexico – Mexico), Gianfranco BANDINI and Stefano OLIVIERO (University of Florence – Italy), *Wikipedia, the History of School and the Collective Memory* [IT]

Coffee Break

- Simonetta POLENGHI (Catholic University of the Sacred Heart in Milan – Italy), *Remembering our School through Movies: the Films from the Book «Cuore» (1886) in Italy (1947-2004)* [EN]
- Paolo ALFIERI and Carlotta FRIGERIO (Catholic University of the Sacred Heart in Milan – Italy), *The Ideal School Memory. Film and Television Representations of the School of Don Lorenzo Milani* [IT]
- Anna DEBE (Catholic University of the Sacred Heart in Milan – Italy), *Building a Memory: the Italian School of the Seventies Told through the Television Series «Diary of a School Teacher»* [IT]
- Despina KARAKATSANI and Pavlína NIKOLOPOULOU (University of Peloponnese – Greece), *Aspects of School Life during the After War Period through the Analysis of Greek Films* [EN]
- Dinko ŽUPAN (Croatian Historical Institute, Zagreb – Croatia), *Croatian School Memorials* [EN]
- Ramona CARAMELEA (Romanian Academy, Bucharest – Romania), *Celebrating the School Building: an Instrument of Cultural Memory (Romania, 1864-1914)* [EN]
- Cláudia Sofia PINTO RIBEIRO and Luís Alberto MARQUES ALVES (University of Porto – Portugal), *Education in the Horizons of Brazilian’s Solidarity: School and Heritage Memory of Oliveira Lopes Brothers* [PT]

Question time

*Each speaker will have a total of 10 minutes to speak.*
Salón de Grados.

- **Tom O’DONOOGHE** (University of Western Australia – Australia), *A Pioneering Study on Individual Memories of the Experience of Being a Student in Secondary Schools in Ireland in the Early 1960s* [EN]
- **Maria Cristina MORANDINI** (University of Turin – Italy), *Telling a Story, Telling One’s Own Story: Teachers’ Diaries and Autobiographical Memories as Sources for a Collective History* [IT]
- **András NÉMETH** and **Imre GARAI** (Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest – Hungary), “As a Bolt from Blue Got the News, I Will Have Again a Class” [EN]
- **Éva SZABOLCS** and **Erzsébet GOLNHOFER** (Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest – Hungary), Individual School Memories as Prepared for an Enquete in 1947-'48 [EN]
- **Gladys Mary GHIZONI TÉIVE** (State University of Santa Catarina – Brazil), *Memories Writings of Professor Areão: an Analysis under the Perspective of Ego-Document* [PT]

**Question time**

Each speaker will have a total of 10 minutes to speak.

**09:00 – 11:00**

Session Collective Memory

Chair: **Juri MEDA** (University of Macerata – Italy)

- **Agustín ESCOLANO BENITO** (International Centre of School Culture, Berlanga de Duero – Spain), *The Archaeology of Memory and the School Culture* [ES]
- **Antonio VIÑAO FRAGO** and **Maria José MARTINEZ RUIZ FUNES** (University of Murcia – Spain), *Postcards as a School Memory Tool and a Source for their Reconstruction and Analysis (Spain, 20th century)* [ES]
- **Paulí DÁVILA BALSERÁ** and **Luis Mª NAYA GARMENDIA** (University of the Basque Country – Spain), *Memories of “School Reports”: A Study of their Evolution within the Spanish Religious Schools of the 20th Century* [ES]
- **Marguerite FIGEAC** (University of Bordeaux – France), *Is There a School Memory? School Memory and Oblivion in France from the Eighteenth Century to the Present* [FR]
- **Elena KALÍNINA** (Herzen State Pedagogical University, Saint Petersburg – Russia), *The Formation of the Teacher’s Image in the Russian Soviet Cinema as a Social Myth of the Values Creator Demiurge* [ES]
- **Sjaak BRASTER** (Erasmus University, Rotterdam – Netherlands) and **Maria del Mar DEL POZO ANDRÉS** (University of Alcalá – Spain), “The Village School in an Uproar”: the Making of a Collective Memory of the European School through the Circulation of Engravings and Prints [EN]
- **Marta BRUNETTI** (University of Macerata – Italia), *Snapshots from the Past. School Images on the Web and the Construction of a Collective Memory of Schools* [ES]
Marie-Elodie Valat and Sylvain Wagnon (University of Montpellier 2 – France), The Class Picture: between the Representations of Students and Teachers, a Special Perception of School from Yesterday until Today [FR]

Question time

Each speaker will have a total of 10 minutes to speak.
The final Plenary Sessions aim to provide an opportunity for a collective scientific reflection on the topics explored within the three parallel sessions of the symposium, i.e.: the individual memory, the collective memory and the politics and places of memory (i.e. the public memory). This Plenary Sessions will be coordinated by three Chairs, who will give a 20-minute talk about each specific topic. They will be assisted by the parallel sessions Chairs, who will summarize the contents and discussions of their specific sessions. A debate will follow, which is open to all speakers. A service of simultaneous translation will be available in order to facilitate the discussion.

**PLenary Sessions Program**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:30 – 13:00</td>
<td><strong>Plenary Session Individual Memory</strong>&lt;br&gt;Chair: Antonio F. Canales Serrano (University of La Laguna – Spain)&lt;br&gt;- Patricia Delgado Granados (University of Seville – Spain)&lt;br&gt;- Juan Luis Rubio Mayoral (University of Seville – Spain)&lt;br&gt;- Cristóbal Torres Fernández (University of Seville – Spain)&lt;br&gt;Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00 – 14:30</td>
<td><strong>Plenary Session Collective Memory</strong>&lt;br&gt;Chair: Simonetta Polenghi (Catholic University of the Sacred Heart in Milan – Italy)&lt;br&gt;- Guadalupe Trigueros Gordillo (University of Seville – Spain)&lt;br&gt;- Juri Meda (University of Macerata – Italy),&lt;br&gt;- Pablo Álvarez Domínguez (University of Seville – Spain)&lt;br&gt;Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:30 – 16:30</td>
<td><strong>Lunch</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30 – 18:00</td>
<td><strong>Plenary Session Politics and Places of Memory</strong>&lt;br&gt;Chair: Joaquim Pintassilgo (University of Lisbon – Portugal)&lt;br&gt;- Cristina Yanes Cabrera (University of Seville – Spain)&lt;br&gt;- Enrique Alastor García Cheikh-Laflou (University of Seville – Spain)&lt;br&gt;Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PLACES

Auditorium (Paraninfo) of the University of Seville
Rectorado Building. First floor.
Calle San Fernando, n. 4, 41004 Seville

Faculty of Education of the University of Seville
Calle Pirotecnia s/n, 41013 Seville
ORGANIZERS

- Research Group «History of Teaching» (HUM 206) – University of Seville (Spain)

In conjunction with:

- Centre for the Documentation and Research on the History of Textbooks and Children’s Literature (CESCO) at the University of Macerata (Italy)
- Centre on Education Memory Studies (CEME) at the University of Murcia (Spain)
- International Centre of School Culture (CEINCE) in Berlanga de Duero (Spain)
- Pedagogical Museum of the Faculty of Education at the University of Seville (Spain)

Under the patronage of:

- International Standing Conference for the History of Education (ISCHE)
- Italian Centre for the Historical-Educational Research (CIRSE)
- Portuguese Society of History of Education (HISTEDUP)
- Spanish Society for the Study of Historical-Educational Heritage (SEPHE)
- Spanish Society of History of Education (SEDHE)